Is Power Adjustable Seat Height Right for You?

- Do you currently have a power wheelchair (PWC) with a seat elevation system?
  - □ YES
  - □ NO

- Do you have difficulty, or need assistance to transfer from a PWC to a surface (bed, toilet, shower chair, car/van seat, etc.) that is higher than the PWC seat?
  - □ YES
  - □ NO

- Do you have difficulty or need assistance to reach high enough to access one or more of the following areas at home, school, work or in the community? (Check all that apply)
  - □ Dresser drawers; clothes rod; washer or dryer
  - □ Medicine cabinet; bathroom sink/faucet mirror; shower head/faucet
  - □ Freezer/refrigerator; oven/stove (including light/exhaust fan switches); microwave; cupboards/shelves; counter; sink/faucet; disposal switch
  - □ Light switches; thermostat; fire alarm; wall phone; speaker; door eye hole/viewer; doorbell; elevator buttons
  - □ Other (please specify) ___________________________________________________________________________________

- Do you have difficulty seeing where you are going, moving through crowds or safely crossing the street from a low (standard) seat height?
  - □ YES
  - □ NO

- Do you experience neck pain, have difficulty seeing or hearing those standing nearby when seated in a PWC without seat elevation?
  - □ YES
  - □ NO

- Do you experience any difficulty sitting in a PWC without seat elevation as a result of looking up or reaching overhead?
  - □ YES
  - □ NO

- Would a power seat that elevates up to 10” and allows you to drive in the elevated position at walking speed be a benefit to carrying out your daily living routine?
  - □ YES
  - □ NO

If you answered “YES” to one or more questions, you may benefit from power adjustable seat height on your power wheelchair. Print this document and bring with you to your evaluation.